
 

 

 

I wonder... 

Can we go to the centre of the Earth? 

Why is the sky blue? Evan and Owen 

How long is the longest hair in the world? Evan and Owen 

Why is our hair in different strands and not one big clump? Charlotte and 

Abbie 

Why do we have eyebrows?  

Has anyone ever grown so much hair on their body that they look like a 

wear wolf? Charlotte and Abbie 

Why does it rain? Millie and Oliver 

Why is water clear? Tegan 

Why do tigers have paws instead of fingers? Phoebe 

Why when we jump don’t we float? Tegan 

Why is the sea salty? Olivia 

Why can’t humans fly? Olivia 

Why are mouldy foods dangerous? Maura 

How did we find out how to make food? Cerys 

Why doesn’t everyone look the same? Hayden 

Why can’t we breathe in space? Max 

Why do humans have different eyes? Oscar 

Why are there craters on the Moon? James 

Why do people think differently? Charlie 

How were atoms made? Marcus 

Why is air invisible? Joe 

Why is fire hot? Toby and Jack 

Why do we laugh? Ethan 

Why do we need blood? Oliver 

Why can’t we see the wind?  

What are colours made of? 



 

 

How do twins look the same? Neve, Georgie, scarlet and Poppy 

How does time pass? Neve, Georgie, scarlet and Poppy 

How dis the world start? 

Why does the sun sometimes turn red? 

How many asteroids are there? 

Is it possible to count all of the stars? 

How does the world spin? 

What is the Earth made of? 

How were humans evolved? 

How does the discovery of dinosaur bones help us learn about them? 

How did humans know they had to eat? 

How do wasps contribute to the world? 

Do we need bees? 

What is the moon actually made of? 

How does a shooting star begin? 

How do scientists discover new planets? 

What are stars made of? 

How often do you see a shooting star? 

How were the planets made? 

How does the world get its colours? 

How many stars are there? 

How are clouds made and what are they made of? 

How did people know how to communicate? 

How does the moon change colour? 

Can you produce electricity for your own home? 4A 
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